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overthrow of an earthly monarch. There seems to be something more involved in

it, the hii ones on high in contrast to the kings of the earth upon the earth.

It serms to involve something in the Sniritual world and then the next verse is

very interesting, the Lord will--this word translated "punish" in v. 21 "

and the word. 11 it may have the sense of punish, of course, but it is more

often translated "visit'. It is not visit in our sense of going and making a

call but it is visit in the old. nglish sense which means to make a tremenaous

change in your condition. It may be--when Joseph was in prison the chief of

utlers and. the chief of the bakers each told. a aream aid both of them were

vlsi tea. not so long after. Bath of them had their conditions rather radically

changed., one had his condition o being a mere nrisoner changed into his being

killed, being raised upon high upon a gallows ana the other had his condition

of b'ing a prisoner changed oy his being freed and liberated and given full

freedom, and. not only that out restored to his position and so this word. can

have either sense--I mean either--it's not different sense--it is something

which includes both possibilities. It is a change in condition, a striking

change in conditi.n which is performed by a higher power against them

You visit one when yu take him fr'm being a laborer- and make him a farmer.

That is a visitation. You take the crooked foreman and you reduce him to being

a common laborer; you make a visitation. There is a great change in condition

in one direction or the other produced by a higher power and. so in this v" 21

the aay is coming, I think "in that ay" is best rendered in which

the iay is coming." The iay is coming when the Lora.--th're is a ay coming,

when the Lord--some take it, of course, as a technical term, that in that aay

is the same tng as the ciy of the Lord. I am very skeptical t0 that. I

think it means, "the day is coming when". There is a aay cominz when. The Lord.

will make a great change in the condition of the host of the high ones on high

and the kings of the earth upon the earth. This change which He makes will be

that He will do what the next vrse describes. They'll be gathered too-ether
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